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Hashing, basics

 Compute function 
that identifies bucket

 Possibly use 
overflow chain

 As with trees: 
clustered or not



Properties of hashing

 Fast equalitiy search
 Slower for successive equality search (no 

likely cache hit)

 No partial key search
 No range search



Question (Ard #1)

Under what circumstances should one prefer a 
B-Tree over a hash table as an index 
structure, or the other way around?

> Only if many very distinct queries, that would 
(almost) never have cache hits in B-Trees, 
you need hashing.



Question (Tamar #4)

I'm not quite convinced about the book's 
statement that hash functions are inadequate 
for indexing. 

If you have a strong collision free hash function, 
and the function is design to maintain the 
lexographical ordening after hashing, then it 
would be quite feasible to do range searches 
using hash functions. 

Is this feasible?



Question (Tamar #4)

 Yes, there are order preserving hash 
functions

 Some use graph representations, which 
require much storage

 Others quite complex
 All suffer from great costs if extendable 

hashing

 See: https://eprints.kfupm.edu.sa/56445/



Room in hashing

 Naive implementation: long overflow chain 
and defragmentation

 Use fillfactor, factor 0.5 not uncommon
 However still overflow, while efficiency is 1 

bucket in 1 page
 Good hashing: 1.2 page per bucket



Extendable hashing

 Hash to directory 
index

 Directory contains 
pointers to buckets

 H(v) produces b-bit 
long hash

 Use hashfunction 
Hi(v)

 0110011110101



Extendable hashing (2)

 If insertion causes bucket overflow, split 
bucket and use higher hash function

 0110011110101
 Sounds vague: no rehashing neccesary after 

splitting buckets?



Extendable hashing (3)

 Suppose we need to split this bucket
 Divide by new hash function over 2 buckets



Extendable hashing (4)

 Now append copy of 
index

 Adjust pointer of 
splitted bucket

 Other buckets can 
now be splitted 
without enlarging 
directory



Properties of extendable 
hashing

 Eliminate costs of overflow chains

But:
 Directory takes extra space and processing
 If fits in main memory not a big problem
 Also no solution for multiple entries with 

same search key



Linear hashing

 Kick out directory
 Split buckets incrementally
 Allows more overflow chains, but trades off 

against no directory



Question: (Tom)

If there is a scenario where you need to use a 
device limited in RAM and disk size, such as 
an embedded device or mobile phone, and 
need to index a large amount of records for a 
mostly read only application. What would be 
your hash index implementation of choice if 
you also take the limited lifetime of flash 
memory into account?

A sample usecase might be an offline 
searchable index for wikipedia topics with 
links to the online version.



Question: Tom

 Standard non-extendable hashing
 Perhaps order-preserving if necessary
 For flash memory: precompute a clustered 

hashed database periodically on hard disk



Bitmap indices

 Low-cardinality attributes: gender, yes/no, 
age...

 Use small amount of bits: n-1 bits
 Very fast scanning, because mostly fits in 

main memory
 Expensive to update



Join indices

 Stores matching rows of a join
 Nice optimization: for each search key of left 

hand, store bitmap for matching tuples in 
right hand:

          <p, bitmap for matching tuples in q>

However now much space for bitmaps needed.



Question: Paul van der Ende

Bitmap indexes can be compressed in 
order to save some memory space. Are 
there any compression algorithms so 
there is no need for decompression of 
the bitmaps to do the logical operations 
on the data? This will be more efficient.

> Yes, these algorithms mostly use run-
length encoding.



Compressing bitmap

Run-length encoding:
 String: AAAAABBCCC
 Useful when many characters of same 

values after each other
 Encoding: 5A2B3C

Well-known:
Byte-aligned Bitmap Code (BBC)
Word Aligned Hybrid code (WAH)



Compressing bitmap (2)

 Both can be used in bitwise operations
 BBC translates to bytes, used in commercial 

applications
 WAH uses words, which is better for modern 

CPU's



Optimizations and loose ends

 Some people had questions regarding 
(slightly off-topic) optimizations

 Parallelisation
 Full-text search



Question: (Tamar #3)

It seems to me that algorithms at some point 
perform linear search. I was wondering with 
the rapid shift these days towards multi core 
computers, do you think extra optimizations 
might be gained by for instance doing the 
linear searches, or range searches in a 
distributed/ multithreaded fashion? 

Or what kind of influence if any do you think 
multicore/parallel computing will have in 
terms of indexing, or do you think current 
algorithms can already sufficiently take 
advantage of these.



Parallelisation

 Answer twofold:
− You could divide the range to scan in multiple 

regions, if these justify overhead of threads
− But much better use this parallel power for 

execution of more queries at the same time.

 You could however group queries that use 
the same index per thread



Question: (Jeroen)

Many database management systems support 
full text search. How is a full-text search index 
built?

Are there techniques to create and update 
these indices (more) efficiently?



Related question: (Ard #2)

Why are non-dbms full-text search engines like 
Lucene and Sphinx so much better (way 
faster + more features) than those found in 
current dbms? Are inverted indexes an 
obsolete technique?



Possible answers

 Some sources say DBMS does query per 
word. Seems very inefficient.

 Some could scan entire text: possible for 
small text, infeasable for large text

 Full-text index: uses stop words: 'the', 'and' 
are discarded from index.

 Also synonyms and verbs under one word: 
'drive', 'drove', 'driven' all under 'drive'

 Performance and tools: probably intended use



Conclusion

 Hash only handy if very random queries
 Choose your index strategy depending on 

the amount of queries/updates
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